
model FHP-993A/B & FHP-833C：

FRONT HUB PULLER
Now front hubs on FF vehicles rear, ,

shafts on FR vehicles drums on,

compact cars and other parts can,

be easily removed with a sliding

.hammer

Designed for today's cars, this state-of-the-art puller offers●

broad depth and fits with the recess on any type of part.

A sliding hammer SH-32, sold separately with a screw● ( )

size of M18 x P2.0 is required. Various types of

interchangeable joints are also available which allow you to

use whatever sliding hammer you already have on hand.

A built-in shock mechanism effectively absorbs shock when●

carrying out the work using the optional center bolt.

◇◇◇◇◇ ◇◇◇◇◇Usage precautions
If working continuously with the sliding hammer, make sure it is△！

secured with the nut as shown at the right, so that there is no
looseness between the hammer and the puller. Also, before
beginning work, check the screws and other parts for damage.
When using the optional center bolt for shock work, do not use△！

the hammer unless tension is being applied the mating part has(

already been removed . This can damage the nut collar and bolt.)

The operating range of the shock mechanism is 6 mm.
If the puller is used to push out a drive shaft that is firmly stuck in△！

place, it can damage the screw at the tip of the drive shaft.
Assume that the screw will need to be replaced, and have a
replacement ready. The drive shaft cannot be guaranteed if this
method is used.

( )FHP-993B for 5 holes

( )FHP-833C for 6 holes

( )FHP-993A for 4 holes

Optional↑

center bolt

FHP-993-20

-03 Bolt
-01 Main unit

-02 Nut collar
-04 Nut

Optional center bolt

Already removed

Drive shaft

Lightweight hammer

*Strong shock will damage the tip of the drive shaft.

Sliding hammer (SH-32)

Wheel locknut

Nut

Part sizes mm／

model A B C D E F

FHP-993A 72.0 80 14.5 100.5 155 13
FHP-993B 65.0 76 14.5 98.5 142 13

FHP-833C 75.5 110 14.5 139.0 160 15
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